2020 TICKET OPTIONS
Grounds Admission Tickets and Season Grounds Passes

GROUNDS ADMISSION TICKETS
Unused Grounds Admission Tickets can be rolled over and used for the 2021 Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo — simply hold onto your ticket and use it at the gates in 2021. If you do not want to rollover Grounds Admission Tickets to the 2021 Show, you can come to the Rodeo offices and apply for the refund once we re-open. Grounds Admission Tickets must be presented and scanned for use to apply for refund.

SEASON GROUNDS PASS
Season Grounds Passes can be rolled over and used for the 2021 Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo — simply hold onto your pass and use it at the gates in 2021. If you do not want to rollover your Season Grounds Pass to the 2021 Show, you can come to the Rodeo offices and apply for the refund once we re-open. Refunds on Season Grounds Passes will be pro-rated based on usage.

- If you used your pass three or more times, there is no refund.
- If you used your pass two or fewer times, you will receive a pro-rated refund.
- If you purchased a Season Grounds Pass online and have not picked it up, it will be available at Will Call in 2021.